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Background, Method, Results and Conclusions
Background.Medical and technological advances in breast cancer diagnosis, treatment and screening 
have contributed to an increase in survival rates for women aged 45-54. As a result, an increasing 
number of patients are returning to work after treatment or remaining in employment during treatment. 
Nevertheless, the factors by which breast cancer affects their employability are numerous, including 
negative representation of the disease, negative interactions with colleagues and employers, and lack 
of social support at work. To date, few French studies have addressed the issue of breast cancer 
survivors' return to work. The aim of this research is to examine the social representation of breast 
cancer and breast cancer survivors in a French working population with the influence of two variables, 
i.e.: psychosocial involvement in breast cancer and workplace spirituality. Method.This study first 
required psychometric validation of the Workplace Spirituality Scale and the Psychosocial Involvement 
in Breast Cancer Scale. The final survey included a free association task (Vergès, 1992) designed to 
identify social representations and the two scales. For the free association task, participants were 
asked to associate at least five words with each of two stimulus terms:  'breast cancer' and 'breast 
cancer survivor' and to rate the valence of each associated word on a five-point Likert scale (ranging 
from 1 = 'very negative' to 5 = 'very positive'). The final sample comprised a total of 164 participants.
Result.The results show that social representations are different between the groups of participants
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 involved in breast cancer vs. not involved and/or spiritual at work vs. non-spiritual. Thus, the attitudinal 
valences are significantly different. Indeed, the ambivalence in the stereotypes oscillates between 
valuing the survivor through their courage and strength and at the same time perceiving them as 
psychologically and physically weakened

Main implications
The significant role of psychosocial involvement and WPS could encourage companies to set up pilot 
awareness-raising actions about breast cancer and highlighting the importance of management by 
meaning and its impact on employees' emotions.
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